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MAKING SCHOOLS SEEN & SAFE

MAKING
SCHOOLS
SEEN & SAFE
ENABLING YOUR SCHOOL TO STAND OUT
THROUGH INNOVATIVE VISUAL DISPLAY

We are proud to be an Australian-owned
and operated business, dedicated to
providing Australia-wide signage solutions
to primary and secondary schools, public
and private plus other institutions including
colleges, day care and aged care facilities.
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INNOVATING
& DELIVERING
QUALITY FOR
OVER 25 YEARS
With more than 25 years of industry-leading experience in educational display and
signage, Signpac’s reputation for delivering quality and innovation is now accessible
via our dedicated division – School Signs. Now Australia has a specialist educational
sign provider focused on schools.
This is enhanced by a national sales and installation network that delivers for
the school, at the school.

MORE THAN

10, 600
SCHOOLS
SERVICED

129,892
SIGNS
INSTALLED

10,600

HAPPY
PRINCIPALS &
TEACHERS

Getting your school signage right is an important component to the school’s
success. It’s a highly recognised way the local community knows who you
are, where you are and what you stand for.
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WHY SCHOOL SIGNS?
Since the installation of our first school sign, our responsibility for the safety of young minds
has been the centrepiece of our innovation and thinking.
Every time we design and create a school sign, we continue to innovate and always ensure
that the school is seen and safe... and this is our purpose.

Professional

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
An educational sign specialist will
visit your school, if possible, to
do a site assessment and provide
professional advice on the best
signage solutions for your school.

Durable

Impressive

Engaging

Long Lasting

Functional
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HOW TO
ORDER?
Book a Site Visit
An educational sign specialist will visit your school, if possible, to do a site
assessment and provide professional advice on the appropriate signage
for your school.
We supply schools in, but not exclusive to: Sydney, Brisbane, Melbourne,
Nth QLD, all regional NSW, VIC, QLD, SA, WA and beyond.
Please contact us to book an obligation-free site visit.

Review Proposal
Read over our proposal and if you’re happy with our recommendation,
simply sign and send it back to us with a school purchase order number;
the next step will be artwork.

Design, Review & Install
The final stage of our process involves design, approval, and installation.
Here, we make your school signage goals come to life!
We start by sending you our design mock-up. Upon approval, we begin
production; handling the entirety of the project on your behalf.
Ready to get started? Contact us now!
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SCHOOL SIGNS ASSURE
Unique to the Australian education sector is School Signs Assure.
When you become a School Signs customer, you not only receive recognised Australian quality
designed and manufactured products, backed by our industry leading service and warranties, you
become a School Signs customer for life, which provides your school with a dedicated specialist on call.
Your school will receive our periodic School Signs Assure review which includes:
–
–
–
–

Educational Safety & Hygiene Benchmarking
School Sign Gap Analysis
School Innovation Benchmarking
Education Peer Investments & Recommendations

An appointment will be automatically scheduled in 2–6 months.

High-Quality Materials

Colour Preservation

We use only the highest quality printing and
production technology to ensure maximum
strength, durability, and fade-resistance. Our
partnership with HP has given us access to a UV
print technology that’s resistant to sun damage
and a thicker UV graffiti-resistant coating for
unmatched preservation and protection.

Our ultra modern print technology ensures the
long lasting vibrancy of the colours on your sign.

Built to Last
The Australian climate can quickly produce wear
and tear on signs that are not built to stand up
to our harsh environment. At School Signs our
signs are designed with the climate in mind,
and developed using durable materials that
meet or exceed our rigorous quality standards,
guaranteeing your investment.

High-Grade Aluminium
All School Signs frames feature high grade 100%
powder coated aluminum materials to ensure your
sign lasts longer with no rust and therefore always
remains prominently displayed.

First Time Installation
Our dedicated installation teams take no shortcuts
in the installation of your sign. Our quality certified
installers follow a process that provides you with
absolute confidence in their stability and safety
over the long term.

Trusted Local Support
We are an Australian-owned and operated
company so we are always on-hand to provide
support when and where you need it.

Showcasing Your Reputation
Through our signs we enable your school to
showcase the visual display you need to succeed.
This is achieved through our market specialisation
as well as our collaborative and agile approach.
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ACRYLIC
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Acrylic or Wood

Our acrylic signs give your school a professional edge. With a 3D effect, they are ideal for images and
provide excellent cut-through and high impact visibility.
Acrylic signs are digitally printed to give your signs an enhanced look. They are popular for building
entrances, halls and foyers; and they can be made in any shape and design to suit your space.
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BANNERS
& FLAGS

2 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Flags come with free
grass spike & bag

Colourful, eye-catching and easy to install – one banner or flag is never enough. Multiple banners and flags
display school messages, logos and house mascots with flair and fun. Our high quality PVC anti-fade banners
are perfect for promoting special school events like enrolment day or P&C fundraisers – colour photographs
transfer well onto banners.
Banners and flag signs are lightweight and portable so your school can stand out at off site events like zone sporting
carnivals. Our banners are built to last and come in various sizes and shapes with ropes and eyelets included.
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BUILDING
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

2 Year Warranty
Indoor
or Outdoor Use

Indoor or Outdoor Use
Aluminium

Building signs are essential to provide directions, identify buildings and facilities and help people move
safely around your school. Clear, bright building signs can also keep staff, students and visitors safe in an
emergency so they know the location of exits, emergency meeting points, first aid kits and more.
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CUT
OUTS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Cut Out characters are a popular way to engage with students. They add colour, fun and creativity to
outdoor and indoor public areas. School Signs has more than 25 years’ experience in school sign creation,
installation and placement.		
Like Cut Out characters, school crests transform well into Cut Out signage that reproduces your school
emblem, message, branding or logo into a colourful, quality sign that attracts attention and reinforces
your school’s visual image.
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DIGITAL
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Communicate quickly and easily by broadcasting up-to-the-minute messages and images from a cloud based website.
Digital signs are being used more and more throughout Australian school campuses. School Signs’ digital LED sign
technology has full colour photo capability or text in a rainbow of colour choices all controlled by easy to use software.
With over 600 digital signs exclusively installed in schools across Australia, you can order your brand new, all
weather, and high-visibility LED digital sign with absolute confidence. Speak with a School Signs Digital Sign
specialist about retrofitting digital signs into your school’s existing frame sign. Our digital signs come with a
five-year warranty and are a surprisingly affordable way to modernise your school with technology that appeals
to current and future students and communities.
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DIRECTIONAL
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Directional signs help visitors, staff and students find their way around your school efficiently.
Well thought-out directional signage not only helps people navigate their way, but also sends
a clear message that you have an organised, helpful and professional school.
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DOOR
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Engraved plastic faces with metal backing pieces or modern 3D printed Perspex signs. Plentiful and unified
door signs look professional and are a practical help to those attending or visiting your school. We have
several styles to choose from and your school logo can be incorporated, if desired.
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FOYER
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Give your visitors, students and staff a warm welcome with our custom made and designed foyer signs.
Made to complement the rest of your school signage, foyer signs create ambience and communicate
useful information.
Contact us today for a free sign audit of your premises or to discuss your signage needs.
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FRAME
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Frame signs are most commonly found in school environments and because they are often the most
prominent, hard working signs on school premises, it is important to get them right. All our frame signs are
100% aluminium and powder coated. School Signs has an extensive range and over 25 years’ experience
in designing and supplying all types of frame signs to Australian schools. We also have a range of digital
LED frame signs to modernise your school.
Call us today for a quote on your school’s next frame signs that will promote your school with quality and style.
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FRONT OF
SCHOOL

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Classic, widely used signs that introduce your school to students, staff and the wider community. Front
of school signs are one of the most important signs your school can have. They make a statement about
school pride and presentation values. Make sure you get it right by engaging with us to reproduce your
school’s logo in full, long-lasting colours on a quality aluminium frame that is guaranteed to stand the test of time.
*Now available in LED Digital signs
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GATE
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Keep students, staff and visitors safe and provide clear information with our range of gate signs. They offer
a versatile solution to advise where to park, keep pedestrians safe and make a statement about your school
ethos. Printed on aluminium panels, our gate signs are durable, affordable and are made to retain their colour.
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HALL
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

School halls play a vital role in a school community as a place where people gather, perform and celebrate
important school milestones. The school hall is often the first building visitors and potential enrolments set foot
in and as such, it is a great place to showcase your school values, achievements and history.
Placing signage around your school hall is expected by students and visitors pay attention to the content
of these signs. Make sure you get the mix right by consulting a School Signs’ sales specialist to advise on
styles and types of hall signs.
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HONOUR
BOARDS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor Use

Acrylic or Wood

Wooden honour boards are a traditional favourite. They are finished to a high standard and are available
in a range of shapes and sizes. Also available are our modern, popular, Perspex honour boards that brighten
up any area. Our honour boards are professionally sign-written with your school name, crest and honour
roll names.
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5 Year Warranty

LECTERNS

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Lecterns with your school name and logo are essential in any modern auditorium. Our lecterns are our
own exclusive design with the option of a fold down/up step for the little kids, that give your school or
organisation the professional edge that audiences and speakers expect. We can tailor-make signage for
existing lecterns, podiums and other speaking platforms.
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MAP
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Map signs are a lifesaver for visitors and a necessity for emergency services, contractors and students onsite
and are sized to suit your school.
They can be simple in design or customised to reflect your school branding style. Map signs are limited only
by your imagination and they are increasingly popular on school campuses of all sizes.
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NOTICE
BOARDS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Notice boards are a great way to communicate important school messages with ease. Our outdoor
waterproof notice boards come with a lockable face and are available in pin board or Velcro styles.
We customise notice board sizes to suit your school.
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PAINT
PALETTES

5 Year Warranty

Outdoor Use

Aluminium

As a vibrant, playful centrepiece, our paint palettes are a creative way to communicate your school values
or motto. Paint palettes are made to order with your choice of colours and text. Their strong visual impact
helps students learn about values and behaviour in a fun, relevant manner. Loved by both pupils, parents
and teachers, our paint palettes bring your PBL values into the playground.
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PBL
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Values signage is an integral part of any modern educational environment. We are specialists in this field.
Consult with us on how best to display your PBL messages on colourful, permanent signs strategically
placed to reinforce your schools values and expectations. We can help you create and include your school
mascot in your PBL signs to boost their impact and relevance for your students.
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PENCILS
& RULERS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

3D pencil and ruler signs are a front of school or playground hit and accommodate your text twice on each
panel in your choice of ten vibrant colours. Individual purchase is an option but we recommend a set of
more than four to achieve maximum impact. Also available in octagonal shape or with a base for hard
surface application.
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SCORE –
BOARDS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Available in various designs from traditional to modern, manually changeable chalk, sliding numbers or
electronic digital. Contact us to discuss any scoreboard requirements your school or sporting organisation
may have. We provide on-site consultancy if you require and our products are quality assured to stand the
test of time and exposure to the elements.

A
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SPECIAL
SCHOOLS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Schools that cater for students with special needs require extra clear signage. Our experience in creating
and installing signage at special schools gives us the flexibility and sensitivity to produce effective signage.
Used inside and out, we can make these signs in whatever design best suits your students.
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STAIR
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Aluminium

Children are more easily able to commit concepts to memory when they add movement to learning.
Our stair signs are a unique way to bring your message to life through a dynamic and fun medium.
These signs work well inside and out and create a wonderful ambience for everyone to enjoy.
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5 Year Warranty

TOTEMS

2 Year Warranty
Outdoor
Use

Indoor or Outdoor Use
Aluminium

Honour Australia’s Aboriginal heritage and reinforce your school’s values with our aluminium totem poles.
Eye catching and culturally significant, we can print these poles with an Aboriginal design and your choice
of words. They are a wonderful, tangible way to teach your students about Australia’s history and let the
community know your school acknowledges our Aboriginal history.
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WALL
SIGNS

2 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Visually stunning wallpaper designs are becoming very popular. Blow up a photo, map, student artwork or
any image to create a huge impact. Alternatively pattern-repeat certain words across an entire wall for a
sleek, modern look. This type of signage enables a dynamic blast of colour and allows you to showcase
your schools individuality and creativity.
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WINDOW
SIGNS

5 Year Warranty

Indoor or Outdoor Use

Allow your school’s colours, messaging, logo, artwork or photographs to shine across school building
or classroom windows. Window vinyl sticker signage is big on impact, good value for money and easy to
change annually or seasonally. This form of school signage allows for creativity and individual expression
to suit the personality of your school. Also available in cut-out opaque or colour block privacy, one way
vision panelling.
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HEAD OFFICE
20/45 Leighton Place
Hornsby NSW 2077

BRANCHES
61 Southgate Avenue
Cannon Hill, Brisbane QLD 4170
805/220 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
E
P
F

sales@signpac.com.au
1800 140 940
+61 (02) 9987 4911

signpac.com.au

TOUR THROUGH OUR VIRTUAL
SCHOOL TO SEE OUR RANGE
OF QUALITY SIGNAGE.

